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NEWS FRAMES & 
GENDER ESSENTIALISM 



¡  Larry Summers Controversy 
¡  Summers’ speech and arguments about why few women 

professors are hired at Harvard 
¡  How he supports his arguments. 
¡ What is at stake in Harvard labor force issues. 
¡ What is at stake in social vs. biological explanations of human 

difference 
¡  Highly recommended: Watch Spelke vs. Pinker debate to get a 

better sense of the science of gendered cognitive difference 
and the extent to which its being engaged in this controversy 

LAST CLASS 



¡ What is Spelke’s argument regarding why women are 
underrepresented in STEM fields? 

¡ What does she argue regarding the dif ferences between 
the sexes? 

¡  How does Spelke support her argument? 

¡ What do you find convincing or unconvincing in her support 
for her argument?  

¡ What issues might we raise about the news coverage of 
the Summers Controversy based on Spelke’s talk? 

DISCUSS 



¡  How did the news reports shape the debate with media 
frames? 

¡  To what extent did the media create the controversy or report 
on it?  

¡  In what ways did reporters substantiate their “facts”?  
¡  How did Summers engage (or not) the literature on gender and 

math/science?  
¡  How were his views shaped by labor force issues at Harvard?  
¡  To what extent can labor force issues serve as data about 

gender essentialism? 
¡ What can the historical record tell us about women’s abilities 

in math and science?  

NEWS COVERAGE ESSAY QUESTIONS 



¡ What is news framing?  

¡  Robinson & Powell: Examine the news frame analysis of 
portrayals of Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas during the 
Thomas Confirmation Hearings Controversy. How might this 
method help us make sense of the news on the Summers 
Controversy? 

¡  Anastasio, Rose & Chapman: Through what methods do news 
frames affect public opinion of an issue? How might the news 
framing techniques in the Summers Controversy be working to 
shape public opinion? 

¡  Hornig Priest: Examine the analysis of the framing of cloning. 
What specific reporting issues are raised specifically in 
scientific news? To what extent do these issues arise in the 
Summers Controversy? 

ARTICLES ON NEWS FRAMING 



¡  Events aren’t just reported in the news, they’re interpreted. 
¡  Power is not only “who gets what, when, and how” but also a 

matter who defines what, when, and how. – Harold Lasswell, 
quoted in Robinson & Power p.280. 

¡  The social construction of our mediated reality through 
symbols. 

¡  Patterns of symbols organize meaning 

NEWS FRAMING 



§  Attractive advertising sponsors 
§  Close-ups of speakers 
§  Nonverbal cues, e.g. smiling 
§  Racial selection bias in imagery 

§  In-group membership cues 
§  Categorical reporting 
§  Emphasizing intergroup 

differences 

ANASTASIO, ROSE & CHAPMAN 

How might the news framing techniques in the Summers Controversy be working to 
shape public opinion? 
 
What is the relationship between hostile media bias and social identity?  
 
What are some of the specific kinds of information being framed differently across 
the articles on the controversy? 

 Through what methods do news frames affect public opinion of an issue? 



¡ What is a news spectacle? Why might the Summers 
Controversy count as one? 
 

¡   Examine the news frame analysis of portrayals of Anita Hill 
and Clarence Thomas during the Thomas Confirmation 
Hearings Controversy in 1991. See Figure 1 on p.283. 
 

¡  How might this method help us make sense of the news on the 
Summers Controversy? 

ROBINSON & POWELL 



¡  How were they framed in each of the news pieces about the 
Summers’ Controversy? 

¡ What do you think were the goals of these frames for  
shaping public opinion? 

¡ What are the stakes of these frames for women in STEM? 

SUMMERS VS. HOPKINS 



¡  Dominance of “objectivity” ethic  
¡  Vocal minorities can create controversy with a spectacle or 

“crystallizing symbol” 
¡  Journalists try to “balance” controversy with opposing points of 

view 
¡  Difficult to legitimize dif ferent points of view without 

misrepresenting science 
¡  Issues of objectivity and fact vs. subjectivity and ethics 
¡  Public “misunderstandings” can create tension, risks to 

commercial interests 

HORNIG PRIEST 

Examine the analysis of the framing of cloning in the 1997 spectacle over 
Dolly the sheep. What specific reporting issues are raised in scientific news?  

To what extent do these issues arise in the Summers Controversy? 



Read in Mind Has No Sex and Hypatia’s Heritage 
 
What can the historical record tell us about women’s 
abilities in math and science?  
 
Guest Lecture: Chandra Mukerji 
Distinguished professor emeritus 

FOR TUESDAY 


